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Choral explorers
The Clerks talk to Alex Stevens about delving into the
unfamiliar sounds of Arabic religious music and what
encouraged them to step out of their comfort zone

‘A

nd I’ve just said the
word I wanted to
avoid,’ says Edward
Wickham, director of
The Clerks, while
speaking about Qudduson, the group’s
recent programme of Western and Arabic
religious music. ‘Fusion. This is not a fusion!’
Wickham seems to believe that fusion music
– the label frequently given to pieces or programmes which in some way involve the
music of more than one musical culture –
comes attached with a bad image and bad
associations. Once the jack is out of the box,
he swiftly punts it out of the window:
‘Because “fusion” or “world music” can
mean that what you’re in for is just this sort
of bland soup. And that is not the aim at all.’
Merit Ariane Stephanos, one of three singers with backgrounds in various Arab liturgies who have joined The Clerks, a
six-strong group which specialises in Western renaissance music, for Qudduson,
agrees with Wickham: so-called ‘fusion’
music is often ‘just people thinking some-
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thing sounds nice, but they don’t really
know about their subject’. Stephanos herself
has a background in the Coptic (Egyptian
Christian) tradition; together with George
Qas-Barsoum, a practitioner of Edessan Syriac chant in Aleppo, and Abdul Salam
Kheir, a singer, composer and oud player
specialising in Muwashahat (traditional secular Arab song), she has brought an entirely
different musical idiom to The Clerks’ usual
repertoire. ‘But Qudduson works musically
because the people involved know about
their traditions,’ she says.
While devising Qudduson (meaning Sanctus, Holy), Wickham was partly inspired by
the atmosphere he had encountered in two
Syrian cities, Damascus and Aleppo – where
people of the Christian and Muslim faiths
live easily in integration and religious traditions have grown together, interwoven, for
centuries. ‘I was walking through a Christian
part of Damascus and in one ear was Christian chant and in the other was the call to
prayer from the Mosques,’ he says. ‘I wanted
to capture that feeling.’

Performances reflect this interweaving. In
several extended musical sections, the singers move through chants, polyphony,
hymns and secular songs taken from the different Western and Arabic traditions, the
audience’s attention seamlessly moving
between one tradition and another. Individual works are layered on top of one another,
as in the sequence for Holy Week where
Syriac chants sometimes wheel, sometimes
roar over Western chants and drones, the
whole ending in polyphony with Palestrina’s Vexilla Regis, based on a Gregorian
chant heard earlier in the sequence. No
superiority is granted to either idiom.
The ease with which the combined forces
seem to carry off each sequence is perhaps
slightly deceptive. Pulling together such different music to avoid the accidental jarrings
in key, pitch and tone which might break
the performance’s atmosphere requires both
skill beforehand, in choosing the works
which fit, and, of course, during the performance, where the mixed forces are frequently moving around the space and
quarter-tones, unfamiliar to some, are rife.
‘There is such a different performance
style in Arabic music. There is more attention to actually “performing” and the vocal
timbres are so different,’ says Wickham, also
a performer in the concerts, ‘and, with
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